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ABSTRACT
Understanding the effects of latency on interaction is important for building software, such as computer games, that perform well over a range of system configurations. Unfortunately, user studies evaluating latency must each write their own code to add latency to user input and, even worse, must limit themselves to open source applications. To address these shortcomings, this paper presents EvLag, a tool for adding latency to user input devices in Linux. EvLag provides a custom amount of latency for each device regardless of the application being run, enabling user studies for systems and software that cannot be modified (e.g., commercial games). Evaluation shows EvLag has low overhead and accurately adds the expected amount of latency to user input. In addition, EvLag can log user input events for post study analysis with several utilities provided to automate studies and facilitate output event parsing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Input / output; Interactive games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real-time games require players to make many time-sensitive actions that can suffer when the computer responses lag behind player input. Even latencies as small as milliseconds can hamper the interplay between players’ actions and intended results. For example, latency when aiming a virtual weapon can make it difficult for a player to hit a moving target in a shooting game, hurting the player’s score and degrading the quality of experience. Unlike in traditional network games where a client can potentially act on user input immediately, cloud-based games have latency for all user input by at least a round-trip time to the server [6].

While there are established methods to compensate for latency [3, 13, 14], an understanding of how latency affects player actions in games is needed in order to choose the most effective latency compensation techniques and, if possible, to develop and apply new techniques. Moreover, understanding the impact of latencies may help better inform competitive gamers about system purchases and guide researchers on building systems to help with game and game-like applications.

The state of the art for studying the effects of latency is typically with a user study. In such a study, participants play a game or use an interactive system with different amounts of latency. The key to a successful study is the ability to add controlled amounts of latency to the base system. Most often, latency is added with custom software built into a small game or interactive application, meaning the needed functionality must be (re)-implemented for each game, or at least for each programming language (e.g., Python, Java, Processing, Javascript) and for each game engine (e.g., Unity or UE4). Even worse, manually adding latency code does not work when studying the many applications where the source code is not available (e.g., commercial games). Solutions that add network latency (e.g., netem [32]) do not work either, since in traditional game architectures the game client can act on input before network latency is added.

Figure 1(a) depicts a summary of the state of the art. In order to add latency to user input, researchers must modify the game (or other software), where the “lag” in the picture represents code that is inside the application. For each application studied, researchers must implement a method to add latency to the user input, typically done by intercepting input events in-game and delaying them in a queue before applying them. Not only does this require the same functionality to be re-implemented each time, but in some cases...
systems (e.g., Javascript [25]), added latency can be highly variable. Moreover, having to modify the code restricts studies to use only custom and open source software, with closed source, commercial applications being unusable even if these are the targets of such research.

Figure 1(b) depicts the use of EvLag – a tool for adding latency and monitoring input for devices in Linux. Instead of modifying the game, EvLag sits between the input devices and the operating system, adding a custom amount of latency to each device (e.g., a keyboard and mouse). This allows researchers to add latency to any application, such as the depicted commercial first-person shooter game CS:GO (Valve, 2012), without modification. In addition, for researchers that want to monitor user input, EvLag provides a logfile of all input events (e.g., mouse clicks and timing) for each device. The EvLag repository includes EvParse and EvDetect for help with parsing logfiles and mapping devices, respectively, as well as sample logfiles.

Evaluation shows EvLag has minimal overhead and accurately adds the intended amount of latency. We have successfully used EvLag in a previous user study [15] and provide a virtual machine image that demonstrates EvLag’s functionality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes work related to measuring local latency; Section 3 details the implementation of EvLag and accompanying utilities; Section 4 provides a brief evaluation of EvLag’s accuracy and overhead, prior use and a demo; and Section 5 summarizes the tool and presents possible future work.

2 RELATED WORK
This section presents work related to EvLag: tools adding latency (Section 2.1), studies of added latency (Section 2.2) and measuring local latency (Section 2.3).

2.1 Tools Adding Latency
There are various tools that add latency to network interfaces. A partial list of free/open source options include: dummynet [4], Mahimahi [18], Clumsy [31] and netem [32]. There are various commercial products that can add network latency, as well. These tools vary in their platforms (e.g., Linux versus Windows) and features (e.g., latency and latency jitter).

We are not aware of any other tools that add latency to computer input devices, in general.

2.2 Studies of Added Latency
There are many studies of the effects of latency on interactive applications that have added controlled amounts of latency and observed the effects on users.

Studies focusing on local latency [7, 8, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 29] typically use the technique depicted in Figure 1(a) where a custom application is written/modified to manually intercept and add latency to user input. This same technique is used for studies of latency in cloud-based game systems [26, 30] where, since all player input is delayed by local latency and network latency to the server, adding local latency can emulate network latency.

While such methods are effective for studying latency, these approaches have the significant downsides mentioned in the introduction, including a re-implementation for each study and, worse, the inability to work with closed source software (e.g., commercial games), unlike EvLag.

Studies focusing on network latency [1, 2, 10–12, 22, 28], including some with a focus on cloud-based game streaming [6, 9], typically use a network emulator (e.g., dummynet, Clumsy, or netem) to add delay to game packets sent over the network.

While these techniques avoid custom implementations of added latency and can work with closed-source software, they are only effective when studying network latency or, if used to study local latency, require considerable more complexity than the single-computer system needed by EvLag.

2.3 Measuring Local Latency
There are numerous papers that propose tools and techniques to measure local latency for systems and devices, with most also presenting measurement results using their techniques.

Raeen and Petlund [24] describe a method to measure local system latency using an oscilloscope and a photosensor. Their preliminary test results show local latencies vary by 10s of milliseconds and can be larger for games. Raeen and Kjellmo [23] apply the same measurement technique to virtual reality devices.

Ivkovic and Gutwin [13] use a high speed camera to measure latencies for 16 different game systems. For these systems, local latencies can vary from a low of about 20 milliseconds to a high of about 250 milliseconds.

Casiez et al. [5] present a real-time method for measuring end-to-end latency in graphical user interfaces using an optical mouse. Evaluation of some existing systems shows local latency is affected by the operating system and system load, with substantial differences between different libraries and different Web browsers.

Schmid and Wimmer [27] propose a method for measuring the end-to-end latency using a microcontroller with electrical contact to a mouse and a photo-resistor to capture the screen response. They show their measured local latency values are close to those for a high-speed smartphone camera (240 Hz).

Wimmer et al. [33] propose a method for measuring the latency of input devices and give measurements for 36 keyboards, mice and gamepads connected via USB. They show devices differ in their average local latencies and their latency distributions.

We use a high-speed camera technique to measure local latency, similar to Ivkovic and Gutwin [13], but do so with the base system and with EvLag adding different amounts of latency. Our base system has low latency, but can be used to study arbitrary additional latencies with EvLag.

3 EVLAG
EvLag provides a stand-alone program that adds latency (lag) to input devices in Linux. Features include:

- Adding a fixed (constant) amount of latency to any input device.
- Adding latency to more than one input device at a time.
- Logging input events to a file, one file per device.
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Listing 1: Input event

```c
struct input_event {
    struct timeval time;
    u16 type;
    u16 code;
    s32 value;
};
```

Listing 2: Reader thread

```c
while (!) {
    ev = libevdev_next_event(); // Pull event from dev. (blocking)
    ev.time = ev.time + delay // Add delay to event
    lock FIFO queue
    enqueue(ev) // Add to queue for writer
    unlock FIFO queue
}
```

Listing 3: Writer thread

```c
while (!) {
    if gettimeofday() > ev.time: // Time for next event?
        libevdev_uinput_write_event(ev) // Push event to dev.
        lock FIFO queue
        ev = dequeue() // Get next from reader
        unlock FIFO queue
    end if
    pthread_cond_wait() // Block until timer interrupt from main
}
```

Listing 4: Main thread

```c
open /dev/rtc // Open timer
locl() // Set interrupt/polling rate for timer
for each device:
    setup FIFO queue // For reader–writer communication
    create reader thread
    create writer thread
end for
while (!) {
    read /dev/rtc // Read timer at polling rate
    pthread_cond_broadcast() // Signal writer(s)
}
```

3.1 Implementation

EvLag uses the Linux event devices (evdev) – interfaces that generalize raw input events from device drivers and make them available as character devices. These character devices are, by default, in the `/dev/input` directory on the Linux system.

EvLag accesses the evdev devices via libevdev, a user-space library that abstracts IO calls through a type-safe interface. Libevdev (and EvLag) sits just above the kernel, between the application and the devices themselves. Communication to and from the input devices makes use of the input_event structure, defined in `include/linux/input-event-codes.h` and shown in Listing 1.

The `struct input_event` members are [19]:
- `time` is the timestamp when the event happened.
- `type` is the event type – for example `EV_REL` for relative movement and `EV_KEY` for a key press or key release. More types are defined in `include/linux/input-event-codes.h`.
- `code` is the event code that accompanies the type – for example `REL_X` for relative mouse movement or `KEY_BACKSPACE` for a key press. The complete list of codes is defined in `include/linux/input-event-codes.h`.
- `value` is the value the event carries, either a relative change for `EV_REL`, absolute new value for `EV_ABS` (such as for joysticks), or 0 for release, 1 for keypress and 2 for autorepeat for `EV_KEY`.

EvLag uses pthreads, creating two additional threads – a reader and a writer – for each lagged device. Pseudo-code for the reader thread is shown in Listing 2. The reader thread pulls input events out of the device, adds the desired amount of latency, and puts the input events into a FIFO queue shared by the writer. Pseudo-code for the writer thread is shown in Listing 3. The writer thread pulls input events out of the FIFO queue at the appropriate time and writes them to the device.

A third thread – the main thread – is interrupted at a fixed tick rate and notifies all the writer threads each tick. The timing is from the real time clock `/dev/rtc` via a `read()`, which blocks until the next tick (a timer interrupt) is received. This allows for high frequency polling without being CPU bound, e.g., without continuously polling `gettimeofday()`.

The EvLag repository includes a `Makefile`. To compile EvLag, the libevdev package is needed (as well as gcc, of course).

3.2 Usage

EvLag is run as a command line tool, indicating the amount of latency to add and the device(s) to add it to. EvLag must be run with root permissions (e.g., through `sudo`), but without any other kernel modules – everything runs in user-space through libevdev and uinput. Usage is:

```
Usage: evlag [OPTIONS...] --lag <NUM>
    --device <FILE> [--device <FILE> ... (max 10)]
```

```
MAIN OPTIONS
- b, --buffer=NUM  Size of buffer (MB)
- d, --device=DEV  Device /dev/input/eventX to lag
- f, --file=FILE   Logfile for events (default none)
- h, --Hz=NUM     Polling rate of device
- l, --lag=NUM    Length of delay (ms)
```

For example, the command:
```
sudo ./evlag -l 75 -d /dev/input/event10
```
adds 75 milliseconds of latency to the `event10` device (e.g., a mouse).

3.3 Output
EvLag can produce logfiles detailing all input events upon request. This is done by using the `-f NAME` (or `-file NAME`) flag, with `NAME` the file prefix and `.log` as the file suffix. This creates a logfile for each device, with the device type (e.g., mouse) used as a prefix in the name.

The logfiles themselves are in comma separated value (CSV) format, with each row:

- `millisecond, event-type, event-code, event-value`

The first line of each file is the header, followed by the events, one per line. The first column is the time the event happened (in milliseconds) relative to the start time, followed by the event type, event code and event value.

Since evdev is a serialized protocol, simultaneous events are indicated by a "synchronous marker" (`EV_SYN`, with values (0,0,0)) to indicate that the preceding events all belong together. For example, the output from a mouse may look like (the '#' and following characters are comments shown here only and are not in the EvLag output file):

13, 0002, 0000, 0001 # EV_REL / REL_X 1
13, 0002, 0001, -006 # EV_REL / REL_Y -6
13, 0000, 0000, 0000 # EV_SYN

The output indicates that the mouse moved 1 to the right (on the x-axis) and 6 units up (on the y-axis). The timestamps (the number 13 in the first column) are all the same since they happened at the same time. They belong together as indicated by the last line (`EV_SYN`). As another example:

23, 0004, 0004, 589825 # EV_MSC / MSC_SCAN
23, 0001, 0110, 0001 # EV_KEY / BTN_LEFT
23, 0000, 0000, 0000 # EV_SYN
34, 0004, 0004, 589825 # EV_MSC / MSC_SCAN
34, 0001, 0110, 0000 # EV_KEY / BTN_LEFT
34, 0000, 0000, 0000 # EV_SYN

The output here indicates that the left mouse button was pressed at time 23 and then released and time 34. For a keyboard example, the output:

51, 0004, 0004, 458792 # EV_MSC / MSC_SCAN
51, 0001, 0028, 0001 # EV_KEY / KEY_ENTER
51, 0000, 0000, 0000 # EV_SYN

indicates the enter key was pressed down at time 51.

### 3.4 Utilities

Since the EvLag raw output can be difficult to understand, the EvLag repository also includes EvParse – a utility for parsing EvLag log files. Running EvParse on the above output produces:

```bash
#!/bin/bash
keyboard=$(./evdetect.sh -q "GIGABYTE USB-HID Keyboard")
mouse=$(./evdetect.sh -q "Logitech Gaming Mouse G502")
./evlag -l 50 -d $keyboard -d $mouse &
```

EvParse is written in Python 3 and uses the Python 3 evdev package.

Figuring out which device is a mouse or keyboard (or other) can be done by trial and error, checking each input device (/dev/input/eventX) one by one. Alternatively, the Linux program `evtest` can be helpful. Sample output of `sudo evtest` on a Linux box with a mouse:

```
/dev/input/event0:    Power Button
/dev/input/event1:    Sleep Button
/dev/input/event2:    Video Bus
/dev/input/event3:    HDA Intel PCH Headphone
/dev/input/event4:    PS/2/USB Mouse
```

In the above example, the mouse is `/dev/input/event4`.

A device that is plugged into a port after booting (e.g., an external mouse for a laptop) and/or moved to a different USB port may be assigned a different `/dev/input/event` number by the OS. For scripts that need to automatically determine the device number, EvLag includes evdetect – a utility for finding the number of a particular device. For example, the shell script in Listing 5 finds the device numbers for a Logitech mouse and GIGABYTE keyboard and, then, using EvLag applies 50 ms of latency to each device.

When using EvLag in a virtual machine, some care may be needed when lagging input depending upon how the input devices are shared with the host OS. For example, with Oracle Virtual Box, with the “mouse integration” setting on (the default), EvLag does not receive the mouse movement commands and so cannot lag (or log) the mouse movement. EvLag can still lag (and log) mouse clicks and the keyboard. The “mouse integration” setting can be toggled on and off and when off, EvLag works as expected (i.e., the mouse movements can be delayed and logged). Note, in this “off” mode, the right control key can be used to re-capture the mouse by the host OS.

### 3.5 License

EvLag is distributed as free software; it can be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation. It is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

### 4 Evaluation

This section describes evaluation of EvLag, including accuracy and overhead (Section 4.1), in a user study (Section 4.2) and details on a demonstration image (Section 4.3).

#### 4.1 Accuracy and Overhead

We measure the ability for EvLag to achieve the desired added latency and the overhead by measuring latency without EvLag and then with EvLag with several different added latencies.
Figure 1: Measuring system latency

We used a Gigabyte Aero 15 laptop with a Logitech G502 mouse. The Aero has an 8-core i7 9750H / 2.6 GHz processor, 16 GB RAM an NVidia GF RTX 2070 graphics card, and a screen resolution of 1920x1080 pixels at 240 Hz. The G502 is a laser mouse with 12k DPI, 300 IPS, and a polling rate of 1 kHz. The laptop is configured with Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, with Linux kernel version 5.4.

We measured latency using the method depicted in Figure 1. A high frame rate camera (a Casio EX-ZR100) filmed at 1000 f/s, capturing the moment a mouse button was clicked inside the file explorer. By manually examining the video frames, the frame number when the mouse was clicked (finger bent, frame number 214 in Figure 1) is subtracted from the frame number when the output was visible based on the user input click (frame number 239 in Figure 1), giving the base system latency (25 milliseconds in Figure 1).

The first condition we tested was the base system without EvLag. Then, we tested EvLag with 0 ms, 10 ms and 50 ms of added latency. The 0 ms condition is to ascertain the latency overhead for EvLag. The measurement method was repeated 10 times on our system for each condition. All EvLag conditions used a polling rate of 8192 Hz.

Figure 2 depicts the results. The x-axis is the added latency and the y-axis is the measured latency from our high-speed camera method. Each point is the mean value for that condition shown with standard deviation error bars. The blue point on the left shows the baseline system latency without EvLag, also indicated by the dashed horizontal line. EvLag with 0 ms has about the same measured latency, suggesting it has minimal observable overhead. The 10 ms and 50 ms conditions closely follow the expected latency, indicated by the dashed angled line.

4.2 User Study

We have successfully used EvLag in a user study assessing the effects of low amounts (under 100 ms) of latency on competitive first-person shooter (FPS) game players [15].

In this study, we configured a high-end gaming laptop (a Gigabyte Aero 15) and gaming mouse (a Logitech G502) to run the FPS game Counter-Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) (Valve, 2012), scripted so as to take players through game rounds with restricted weapon choices. EvLag was used to control the amount of added latency for the user input for both the keyboard (for avatar movement) and mouse (for aiming and shooting). We replicated this same configuration onto 11 identical laptops, which allowed us to distribute the setup to 43 participants in their homes for testing. EvLag allowed for controlled amounts of local delay without needing manual intervention. EvDetect let us automatically detect the right input devices to lag, even when users rebooted and/or plugged in the mouse to different USB ports. After the study, EvParse helped our analysis to ascertain user performance and glean insights from user actions with different amounts of latency.

Figure 3 depicts the results for player score (CS:GO computes score as $score = 2 \times \text{kills} + \text{assists}$) for 4 minutes of gameplay. The CS:GO log files were mined to determine number of hits, kills and assists by each user for each round, and the EvLag log files were used to determine the number of shots fired based on the number of left mouse button clicks. The x axis is total latency (base plus added by EvLag) in milliseconds (ms). The right y axis is the score and the left y axis is the score increase from the 125 ms latency condition. For example, a score of 15 at 125 ms of latency compared to a score of 20 at 25 ms of latency would be a 5 point improvement on the left y axis. The circles are the means for all users for that latency condition, bounded by 95% confidence intervals. The dashed line shows a linear regression for the mean values.

The linear regression fits the mean scores well with an $R^2$ of 0.98 and $p = 0.001$. As a take-away, a decrease in latency by 10 ms improves score by 1.2 points per 4 minutes of gameplay. For
reference, often less than a single point separates the scores of top CS:GO players.

4.3 Demonstration

We provide a demonstration of EvLag in a Linux Virtual machine, available for download at:

[link to download]

Upon launching the virtual machine, the demo application shows EvLag's ability to add latency by having the user interact with a paint application with different amounts of added latency. After painting, the demo application shows a logfile produced by EvLag and parsed by EvParse.

5 SUMMARY

Understanding the effects of latency on interactivity in general and computer games specifically is important to build software and systems that better support interactive media applications. Unfortunately, user studies to assess the impact of latency typically must modify the applications being tested. This means re-implementation of latency-inducing techniques each time and, worse, cannot be done for closed-source software, making it difficult to study input latency for commercial games.

This paper presents EvLag, a tool we developed for adding controlled amounts of latency to input devices in Linux, with the option of logging all input events for later analysis. EvLag is implemented in C using the evdev device abstraction and the libevdev library, providing a lightweight layer of software between input devices and the operating system. This allows it to be used with any Linux application, open source or not, including in user studies with commercial games.

Evaluation of EvLag shows it is effective in adding the desired amount of input latency with low overhead. We have successfully used EvLag in a previous study [15], where EvLag added input delay to a commercial first-person shooter game, and parsed EvLag logfiles to determine player performance and actions with latency.

Future work may include testing EvLag across a larger range of latencies. There are also many more games and interactive applications that might use EvLag in user studies to better understand the effects of latency. EvLag is limited to Linux, so it would be helpful to develop a similar tool for other PC OSes (Windows, Mac OS) and for mobile devices (Android, iOS). Feature extensions to EvLag that may be useful include: support for game controllers in EvParse and the ability to delay multiple devices, each with a different amount of delay. Since EvLag is open source, interested researchers could add such features, and others, as needed.
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